
Gleason and SMT
LINK MASTA AND CAGE SOFTWARE

Gleason Corporation and Smart 
Manufacturing Technology Ltd. 
(SMT) recently announced the release 
of the first phase of their strate-
gic global partnership. New versions 
of SMT’s premier full-system trans-
mission design and analysis software 
(MASTA) and Gleason’s industry-
leading software for bevel and hypoid 
gear design and manufacture (CAGE) 
are now available with a seamless link 
between the two packages. Together 
these provide a new design-to-man-
ufacture solution for bevel and hyp-
oid gears with significant performance 
advantages and cost savings over cur-
rent processes. For the first time, gear 
manufacturers can now benefit from 
an integrated workflow that fully con-
siders the design geometry of bevel 
and hypoid gear tooth flanks, via the 
manufacturing machine settings, 
within the context of the full system.

Full-system durability and NVH 
analyses can be performed easily at 
any stage to help solve bevel and hyp-
oid noise problems while gear flank 
geometry can be quickly optimized by 
performing system-level loaded tooth 
contact analysis. This improved virtu-
al analysis and testing helps avoid the 
costs associated with repeated man-
ufacturing and testing of prototype 
gears, saving customers both time and 
money. The new software was formal-
ly unveiled to the public at the Gear 

Solutions Forum at Gleason-Pfauter 
Maschinenfabrik GmbH, April 1-3, 
in Ludwigsburg, Germany.  John 
J. Perrotti, president and CEO of 
Gleason Corporation, says, “Gear 
designers and producers have typi-
cally lived with many different soft-
ware packages to satisfy their needs 
from design through production. Our 
new software offerings developed in 
collaboration with SMT for bevel and 
hypoid gears takes an important step 
towards delivering these solutions in a 
more integrated way.”

David Beedan, operations director 
of Smart Manufacturing Technology, 
adds, “The joint vision of our part-
nership with Gleason was to allow 
MASTA and CAGE to work as if one 
product, best utilizing the strengths 
of both products. This first collabora-
tive installment does just that; indeed 
this marks a revolution in bevel and 

hypoid gear design-to-manufacture 
and we look forward to working with 
Gleason to bring further improve-
ments to the design-to-manufacture 
process for the benefit of engineers 
worldwide.”
For more information:
Gleason Corporation
Phone: (585) 473-1000
www.gleason.com
SMT North America
Phone: (315) 440-4657
www.smartmt.com

R&P 
Metrology
CUSTOMIZES MEASURING 
SYSTEM

Responding to specif ic customer 
requirements, R&P Metrology GmbH 
announced a new model in their full 
line of custom metrology systems, the 
RPS 1350V. Designed for ball screws and 
shaft parts, this system boasts capac-
ity for 1,350 mm between centers, and 
1,300 mm of vertical measuring travel.

“A customer asked if we could design 
and build an inspection system for 
their specific needs. That is what R&P 
Metrology does, so of course we said 
yes,” said Hans Rauth, president of R&P 
Metrology. He added, “The customer 
produces ball screws and gears up to 
600 mm in diameter. The RPS 1350V 
is a generative, four-axis gear inspec-
tion machine, and also measures 3-D 
CMM type features as well as profiles 
and forms. The X, Y and Z axes use lin-
ear motors for ultimate precision. Since 
the machine rests on an active suspen-
sion system, no separate foundation is 
required. The high precision, air bearing 
rotary table is mounted on a granite bed 
and is driven directly by a torque motor.”

The RPS 1350V achieves the highest 
European class for inspection equipment 
accuracy: VDI/VDE 2612/13 Group I. 
Using an industry standard CNC control 
system, the RPS 1350V is I++ compliant, 
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allowing the use of many CMM inspec-
tion packages.

R&P Metrology designs and builds 
custom and special systems, and pro-
duces hybrid systems that uniquely com-
bine gear measurement with 3-D CMM 
metrology. One example is the world’s 
largest CNC gear checker, the RPG 
4000-5500, which measures gears with 
generative inspection as well as perform-
ing CMM measurements. Specializing 
in medium and large parallel axis gears, 
bevel gears, tools, shafts, bearing rings 
and 3-D parts R&P’s range of extreme 
precision custom metrology solutions 
starts at approximately 1.0 meter in size.
For more information:
R&P Metrology
Phone: (734) 516-1365
www.kapp-niles.com

Heller 
Machine 
Tools
DELIVERS FLEXIBLY-
CONFIGURED HORIZONTAL 
MACHINING CENTERS

More machines than ever underscore the 
aim to respond to the user’s operation, 
not only with options and automation, 
but increased energy efficiency. The new 
affordable Heller H 4500 4-axis machin-
ing center, a highly capable horizontal 
machine with Heller-produced HSK A 
100 spindle (also available in sk/bt 50 
taper) and a 500 × 630 mm pallet and 
800 mm strokes in X, Y & Z aims to do 
just that.

With the H 4500, Heller introduced a 
machine designed for robust processes 
while providing an affordable, economi-
cal cutting solution for limited space. 
The machines are also designed for ener-
gy efficiency, capable of energy savings 
of up to 30% compared to conventional 
machine designs.

“The more universal and varied the 
machining assignment, the more impor-
tant becomes adaptive power consump-
tion of peripheral equipment and main 
units in order to optimize power use at 
various operating points,” said Vincent 
Trampus, Heller vice president of sales. 
Air, coolant, hydraulics, and other ener-

gy consumers are flexibly controlled 
based on demand rather than always 
on. This strategy is called Heller Blue.”

Reliable, productive, the H 4500 
delivers high degree of precision, due to 
the proven machine concept, the inher-
ently rigid design of the machine bed, 
the double motor Z-axis, the dynam-
ically stiff, short design of the spin-
dle unit, and the water-cooled spindle 
housing.

“With our new 500 N-m, 52 kW, 
12,500 rpm spindle option, the H4500 
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WE SHIP In as fEW as 5 days

When Weeks ARE 
Just toO long ...

By combining the latest in ring 
rolling technology with experienced 
people, McInnes delivers the best 
value in carbon, alloy and stainless 
steel rolled rings.

 Carbon · alloy 
stainless steel 

Rings · 4˝ - 144˝  OD   

1.800.569.1420 
www.McInnesRolledRings.com

can provide the low-speed torque it 
takes for cutting tough materials like 
iron and steel as well as higher speeds 
for machining lighter alloys. There is 
no other machine in its market segment 
that offers this capability,” said Trampus. 
With its machine design, Heller has also 
minimized positioning times. Instead of 
extremely high rapid traverse and accel-
eration rates, Heller focussed on realistic 
dynamic rates.

The H 4500 offers a wide range of 
basic equipment, so each machine can 
be customized for each user’s applica-
tion. This includes 50/100/150 pocket 
chain-type magazines for tool lengths 
of up to 600 mm, tool break monitoring 
with reference measurement and clean-
ing of the tool cartridges and holders. 
Workpiece management is equally flex-
ible. The rotary pallet table has a maxi-
mum loading capacity of 1,400 kg.

Chip disposal is efficient. In particular, 
the H 4500 is designed for free chip fall 

below the spindle and between the rota-
ry table and pallet changer, with steep 
chip chutes in the work area and at the 
loading station and with a 600 mm wide 
scraping or flat belt design chip conveyor 
over the complete Z-stroke.

To accommodate the end user, the 
machines are available with either 
Siemens Sinumerik 840D or Fanuc 
31i-B CNC. Heller’s industry exclusive 
NC controlled out-facing head option 
is available on the H 4500 for perform-
ing turning operations on the machine. 
A measuring probe for on-machine 
part checking, and instant tool break-
age monitoring are also available. The 
machines, consistent with efficient cell 
operation, may be loaded with a robot or 
other automated loading systems.
For more information:
Heller Machine Tools
Phone: (248) 288-5000
www.heller-us.com

Affolter Technologies
HOBBING MACHINE TAILORED FOR MICRO MOTOR 
INDUSTRIES

Affolter Technologies SA presents its 
most recent innovation. “The GEAR 
AF110 sets a new benchmark in regards 
to flexibility, high precision and stiff-
ness. It is tailored to the needs of all 
micro motor industries, such as auto-
motive, aircraft, dental and medical 
equipment and watchmaking,” states 
Marc-Alain Affolter, managing direc-
tor of the Swiss family enterprise. The 
AF110 complements the existing gear 
product line towards the realization of 
larger parts with diameters of up to 
40 mm and a module of up to 
1.0 mm.

In 2010, the Affolter R&D 
team in Switzerland start-
ed to design the AF110. 
“Compared to the AF100, we 
doubled the clamping force to 
1,000 newton. Torque and stiffness 
of the spindles were increased, the 
Y-axis is more robust and there is 
only one clamping axis moving, 
optimizing the overall rigidi-
ty and minimizing vibrations,” 

explains Affolter. The AF110 is very 
compact, using the same base and vol-
ume as the AF100.

Flexibility a plus: worm milling
The Affolter experts are currently 

developing the add-on “Unit 90.” After 
a quick changeover, the AF110 will be 
able to perform worm milling opera-
tions. Affolter explains, “We will intro-
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Mitutoyo
OFFERS SALES AND SUPPORT FOR RENISHAW PROBE 
SYSTEM

Mitutoyo America Corporation is 
pleased to announce sales and support 
of the Renishaw PH20 probe system 
with the Crysta-Apex S500/700/900 
series Coordinate Measuring Machines 
by Mitutoyo. The Crysta-Apex CMM 
line offers durability and high accu-
racy at an affordable price. It supports 

a wide range of inspections solutions 
including laser scanning, optical, and 
surface roughness inspection. With the 
addition of the high-speed scanning 
capabilities of the PH20 the Crysta-
Apex CMM becomes the ideal solution 
for just about any part inspection, in 
the quality lab or on the shop floor.

duce this optional feature in the second 
part of 2014. The AF110 will be the 
most flexible machine for gear cutting 
and worm milling on the market.”

Short cycle times: optimizing pro-
ductivity

The Affolter engineers aimed to 
reduce cycle times to make the machine 
as productive as possible. The AF110 is 
equipped with the user-friendly, inter-
nally developed CNC Leste control, 
making communication with the micro 
gear hobbing center easy and quick. 
The compact design and the improved 
rigidity are other key features that guar-
antee short cycle times and highest 
efficiency. The distributor of Affolter 
Technologies SA in the United States, 
Canada and Mexico is Parker Industries 
Inc., based in Bohemia, New York.
For more information:
Affolter Technologies SA
Phone: +(41) 32 491 70 67
www.affoltergroup.ch
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The PH20’s unique “head touches” 
allow measurement points to be taken 
by moving only the head, rather than 
the CMM structure. Using only the 
rapid rotary motion of the head, points 
can be taken faster, and with improved 
accuracy and repeatability. Users of 
the PH20 probe head will immediately 
have access to the range of proven TP20 
probe modules, providing a wide selec-
tion of trigger forces, directional sensing 
options and extensions to meet applica-
tion requirements. The detachable mod-
ules provide crash protection and can be 
automatically changed using the TCR20 
change rack (optional accessory).

The TCR20 is a compact probe mod-
ule rack for use with PH20 that provides 

the capability for quick and repeatable 
tool changing and tip correction based 
on the MCR20 rack systems. It secure-
ly stores modules for rapid automatic 
changing and protecting mating surfaces 
from any airborne contaminants within 
the working envelope of the machine. 
The TCR20 supports the full range of 
TP20 modules which are compatible 
with the PH20 system and features an 
integrated tip datum artifact in the cen-
ter of the rack assembly, minimizing the 
cycle time of the tip correct procedure.
For more information:
Mitutoyo Corporation
Phone: (630) 820-9666
www.mitutoyo.com

Solar Atmospheres
INSTALLS MID-SIZE VACUUM HEAT TREATING AND 
BRAZING FURNACE

Vacuum heat treat services expert, Solar 
Atmospheres of Western PA, recent-
ly announced the installation of a new 
high-temperature, high-purity, produc-
tion-scale, 2-bar vacuum furnace in an 
environmentally controlled room for 
heat treating and brazing of small to 
mid-size loads. This new furnace will 
allow Solar to service customers with 
small to mid-size furnace loads more 
efficiently, economically, and precise-
ly. The “Mentor” furnace, designed for 
processing medical, tool & die, aero-
space, nuclear, and other industrial heat 
treated or brazed parts was installed 
and commissioned in the Hermitage, 
PA plant one hour 
north of Pittsburgh. 
Because the fur-
nace is enclosed in 
an environmental-
ly controlled room, 
Solar’s customers 
are more assured 
that the dangers of 
humidity and result-
ing discoloration of 
some metal parts 
will be eliminated or 
severely reduced.

Michael Johnson, sales manager at 
Hermitage, said, “This new furnace 
will give us the ability to process a vari-
ety of loads we were not competitively 
able to quote using our larger furnaces. 
The Mentor is a great furnace and we’re 
excited about the heat treating and braz-
ing opportunities that this little work-
horse is opening up to us.”

The furnace, designed and built by 
sister company, Solar Manufacturing, 
is installed in an environmental clean-
room where humidity and temperature 
remain stable compared to typical heat 
treat facility conditions. The controlled 
environmental will allow Solar to more 
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Walter USA
INTRODUCES ROUND INSERT

Walter has introduced Tiger·tec Silver HU6, a round insert with a new geometry, spe-
cifically developed for medium and heavy-duty roughing of solid railroad wheels 
and other forged parts. Large chip build-up is a common problem, particularly when 
turning the inner profile of a railroad wheel, with the chips often failing to break as 
desired. Productivity and tool life both suffer as a result. Tiger·tec Silver HU6 was 

developed to address these chip control problems, and field tests at wheel manufactur-
ers have shown that this new Walter insert provides up to 40 percent longer tool life.

The key innovation is the insert’s geometry, featuring specially formed chip dimples 
for ideal chip formation, facilitating chip breaking in the required area. This new round 

quickly and efficiently process parts 
providing quick turnaround to custom-
ers.

The furnace has an effective work-
load area of 12" wide by 12" high by 
18" deep, is capable of holding a load 
of up to 250 pounds, and is rated at 
a normal operating temperature of 
2,500°F/1,370°C. The hot zone is con-
structed of high-efficiency graphite felt 
and boards and allows for rapid heat-
up and cool-down cycles. In order to 
achieve desired metallurgical prop-
erties for some metals, the furnace is 
equipped with a 2-bar quenching capa-
bility.
For more information:
Solar Atmospheres
Phone: (215) 721-1502
www.solaratm.com
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insert benefits from Walter’s proven Tiger·tec Silver coating which enhances cutting 
speed, reliability and tool life. The inserts are available in four different grades: three 
for steel and one for cast iron machining. Insert diameter selection ranges from 10 to 
32 mm. This combination of coating and geometry, with its specially designed chip 
breaker and strong cutting edge for process reliability in heavy and interrupted cuts, 
boosts the productivity of heavy-duty roughing operations, such as railway vehicle 
manufacturing, generator and turbine manufacturing, and forged components in gen-
eral. In addition, Walter Capto turning toolholders can be used with the HU6. This 
interface enables quick tool changes and easily handles the transfer of large forces.
For more information:
Walter USA, LLC
Phone: (800) 945-5554
www.walter-tools.com/us

EMAG
INTRODUCES SMALL GRINDING CENTER

Demand for components such as gear-
wheels, planetary gears, chain gears or 
flanged components for cars typical-
ly runs in quantities of millions. Thus, 
short cycle times in production have 
become mandatory. The internal con-
tour of a gearwheel, for example, must be 
ground in the shortest possible time and 
the machine’s workholding unit has to 
be loaded with a new workpiece equally 
as efficiently. This represents a critical 
moment in many production environ-
ments, as idle time is often a decisive fac-
tor in establishing the economic viability 
of an entire production process. 

Efficiency through two grinding 
wheels
An important feature of the VLC 100 G 
is the possibility of utilizing two grind-
ing spindles used to perform different 
grinding operations, to handle both 
rough and fine-grinding work, for exam-
ple. “For the removal of large amounts, 
two wheels offer a shorter cycle time 
than one, with the first wheel designed 
to do the rough-grinding and the sec-
ond one in charge of finish-grinding 
work,” explains Dr. Guido Hegener, 
managing director of EMAG Salach 
Maschinenfabrik GmbH. The first wheel 
performs the “rough” job of removing 
excess material from the raw-part at high 
feed rates (the CBN wheel is specially 
designed to absorb the necessary forces), 
while the second wheel, with different 
specifications, takes over the finishing 
work to guarantee a perfect surface fin-
ish on even the most challenging geom-
etries. Through this intelligent tooling 

combination, EMAG design engineers 
have succeeded in drastically reducing 
the grinding time of even very complex 
components. 

The automatic loading advantage
High output levels with short cycle times 
is exactly what the VLC 100 G Vertical 
Grinding Center from EMAG was devel-
oped for. For chucked components with 
a maximum diameter of 100 mm, the 
VLC 100 G utilizes its built-in pick-up 
system to load itself. While one work-
piece is being machined the operator, 
or the automation system, re-loads the 
raw-parts onto the conveyor belt. This 
reduces idle times and increases output 
rates. The vertical machining concept, 
the signature EMAG design, ensures that 
grinding sludge falls to the bottom of 
the machine unhindered and away from 
the machining process, where it is then 
transported out of the machine. 
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The reliability of the
world leader in
precision workholding

The flexibility
to run parts with
completely different
workholding
requirements

Innovation to meet
whatever challenges

you will face

1.800.281.5734 
Germantown, WI USA
www.hainbuchamerica.com

Are you limiting your workholding options to 10-second collet changeovers?
That’s So Last Century

Today, Tonight, Tomorrow illustrates HAINBUCH’s business philosophy - a commitment and focus 
to helping our customers solve their immediate and long-term productivity challenges. Our original 
SPANNTOP chuck system not only mastered the 10-second collet change, but also allows you to go 
from O.D., to I.D., to 3-jaw clamping in a matter of seconds without readjustment. Reliable, flexible 
innovation from HAINBUCH, the world leader in quality workholding.

Integrated quality control 
Measuring can also be integrated into 
the machine, making quality control an 
integral part of the whole process. The 
measuring probe is located between the 
machining area and the pick-up station, 
where it is protected from contamination. 

A convincing machine concept
The combination of fast loading and 
efficient grinding processes leads to a 
very compelling machining concept. The 
VLC 100 G works very well with the 
dynamic developments in automotive 
production. Now, with the rapid increase 
in required quantities, demand for new 
machine concepts that can be seamless-
ly integrated into existing production 
grows. Two features of the VLC 100 G 
enable it to be effortlessly integrated into 
established production lines.

“Programming the workpieces with 
our new EMAG Navigator software 
is simple and intuitive, saving valu-
able setup time. For many production 
environments this is an advantage that 
should not be underrated,” states Dr. 
Hegener. Furthermore, the exceptionally 
small footprint of the VLC 100 G should 
make the work of every production 
planner easier. The stand-alone machine 
only takes up 4.5 square meters/48 
square feet, making sure that growth of a 
production facility will not be limited by 
floor space requirements. 
For more information:
EMAG LLC
Phone: (248) 477-7440
www.emag.com

EMCO and UltraTech
COLLABORATE ON MODULAR AUTOMATION PACKAGE

Machine shops of all sizes continue 
to seek ways to automate what they 
do to improve consistency, save time, 
and reduce cost per piece produced. 
In response to that need, EMCO 
Maier has partnered with UltraTech 
Machinery, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, 
a designer and builder of high pro-
duction equipment, to offer a modu-

lar robotic automation cell that pro-
vides cost-effective, flexible part load/
unload for its turning machines.

The new package was demonstrated 
recently with an EMCO Maier HT45 
SMY universal production turn-
ing machine, a versatile, multi-task 
production turning/milling center 
designed for a wide range of applica-
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OPTIMIZE YOUR TURNING 
AT THE ATOMIC LEVEL

SOLUTION:
DURATOMIC® INSERT GRADES
 •  Manipulation of oxygen and 

aluminum atoms creates an 
optimal insert coating

 •  Optimal balance of hardness 
and toughness allows more 
aggressive cutting data

 •  Minimization of friction 
and heat to improve surface 
quality and insert wear
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SCAN THIS QR CODE FOR 
MORE INFORMATION ON 
DURATOMIC TECHNOLOGY!

CHALLENGE:
Improving cycle times, 
throughput and tool life

tions on bar stock to 45 mm diameter. 
The Hyperturn 45 includes high-per-
formance main and counter spindles, 
two tool systems with a total of up to 24 
driven tools, and a stable Y axis with a 
70 mm travel in the upper slide system 
and a Z2 axis in the lower slide system.

Says Philipp Hauser, EMCO Maier 
USA president, “The integration part-
nership with UltraTech will be a posi-
tive for us and our customers. About 10 
months ago we saw more and more sales 
activity and RFQs for turnkeys and auto-

mation. One of our strategies was to find 
a local U.S. partner, especially for robot 
integration. Having Motch & Eichele as 
one of our bigger dealers, and a partner 
company of UltraTech, it was clear we 
should work with UltraTech to develop 
a solution.”

According to Bob Hagarty PE, CEO of 
Motch & Eichele, “The challenge was to 
put a flexible handling solution around a 
compact turning machine that was also 
scalable to a use with a larger machine. 
We developed a universal base with left 

and right hand versions configurable to 
the machine model. It is a production-
proven solution with millions of open/
close cycles.

“We call  it  the EMCO Factory 
Automation Solution, designed to be 
easily used in small shops as well as larg-
er plants. The overall package is non-
threatening to machine operators. Often, 
the most challenging portion of an auto-
mation solution is part infeed and out-
feed. The multi-drawer part cabinet 
offers a simple, reliable, flexible method 
to provide a useable buffer of oriented 
parts to the robot. The user is respon-
sible for very little, including only part 
specific gripper fingers and trays for the 
drawers, robot path point teaching and 
minor program modifications as need-
ed for tray unload/load and machine 
unload/load.“
For more information:
EMCO Maier
Phone: (248) 313 2700
www.emco-world.com
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